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ROBUST ALGORITHMS:  A DIFFERENT APPROACH 
TO ORACLES * 
Uwe SCHt~NING** 
lnstitut fiir Informatik, Universitiit Stuttgart, D-7000 Stuttgart 1, Fed. Rep. Germany 
Abstract. A new notion of an oracle machine being 'helped' by an oracle set is introduced. It is 
required that the oracle machine is 'robust', i.e., it always computes the same set independent of
the oracle. The main result states that the class of sets that can be computed by deterministic 
polynomial time algorithms being helped by some oracle set is exactly NPc~co-NP. Some 
connections to probabilistic classes are also investigated. 
1. Introduction 
Typical algorithms for computationally hard problems like NP-complete problems 
usually involve backtrack search techniques tofind a solution in a tree of exponential 
size (in the size of the input). Here we consider the situation that the algorithm is 
allowed to query an oracle during the computation to receive information that might 
lead to a faster search for the solution. This situation can be thought of some kind 
of man-machine interaction. From time to time the machine halts and asks the user 
for certain decisions in the computational process. The human problem solver gives 
his I answers using his experience and intuition about the problem. But, he may as 
well use random choices. This model only makes sense if we do not allow the 
algorithm to rely on the oracle information such that changing the oracle information 
would result in changing the final outcome of the algorithm. Here, we consider 
algorithms which are robust with respect o the oracle, i.e., the algorithm always 
computes the same set (or function) independent of what the oracle set is. The 
oracle only serves to possibly speed up the computation. Using various oracles for 
such robust algorithms is comparable with using various heuristic branching 
strategies or dominance relations in branch-and-bound algorithms (of. [2, 8]). 
Our first result states that nondeterministic (polynomial time) computations do 
not gain more computational power by receiving 'help' (in the above sense) from 
some oracle. Further, if we consider the class of polynomial functions as feasible 
running times, then our main result states that the class of problems that can be 
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feasibly computed by robust deterministic algorithms with the 'help' of some oracle 
information is exactly NP c~ co-NP. Hence, there is no hope that NP-complete sets 
can be solved feasibly with the help of a human problem solver unless NP = co-NP: 
But this result relates in an interesting way the question whether oracles can 'help' 
a deterministic polynomial time computation with the open problem P= ?NPc~ 
co-NP. What is remarkable about this is that NPc~ co-NP and P can now be 
considered both as classes of languages computable by deterministic algorithms 
where in the first case some oracle is 'helping' but not in the second case. Therefore, 
it is interesting to study the outcome of our definition when either the access to the 
oracle information or the class of oracles that we allow is somehow restricted. Each 
such restriction R will give rise to some class qgR such that 
P ~ c~R _ NP c~ co-NP. 
The study of such restrictions can be useful to gain more insight in the nature of 
the question P = ?NP c~ co-NP. E.g., which kind of restrictions till yield the full 
power of NP c~ co-NP? And on the other hand, which restrictions cause a collapse 
to P? 
We will study a specific case where the oracles are restricted to be in the 
probabilistic lass BPP introduced by Gill [6] and show that the corresponding 
class of sets being helped is included in ZPP. 
2. Notation 
All our sets are languages over some fixed alphabet .Y, 2, say .Y = {0, 1}. For 
a string w ~ Z* we denote by I w[ its length. For a set A ~ .Y*, let/~ = .Y*-A denote 
its complement, and for a class of sets c~ over .~ let co-C~ denote the set of 
complements of the sets in c~, co- c~ = {A ] A ~ c~}. 
Our model of computation is the multi-tape Turing machine (for exact definitions, 
see [7]). let L(M) denote the set accepted by Turing machine M, and let L(M, A) 
be the set accepted by oracle Turing machine M using oracle set A. 
For a deterministic oracle machine M and oracle set A define the function 
time~,A :-Y* ~ N u {oo} as follows: 
time~.A(X) = number of steps in the (unique) computation 
of M on input x when using oracle A. 
We can also extend this definition to nondeterministic machines M if we let 
timeM, A(x) be the minimum length of an accepting computation of M on x using 
oracle A, provided x ~ L(M, A). We let time~.A(X) = 0 for x ~ L(M, A). 
The following classes are of special interest: 
P = {L(M)[M is deterministic and polynomial time bounded}, 
NP = {L(M)[M is nondeterministic and polynomial time bounded}. 
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We assume that (-, .) is a standard pairing function on strings such that coding 
and decoding can be performed in polynomial time. Note that there is also a 
quantifier characterisation f NP (cf. [10]) similar to that of the r.e. sets: A is in 
NP if and only if there is a deterministic polynomial time bounded Turing machine 
M and a polynomial p such that 
A= {xl(3y)[lyl =p(Ixl) and (x, y )s  L(M)]}. 
We denote by XA :-Y*--> {0, 1} the characteristic function of A, i.e., 
1, xeA ,  
XA(X) = 0, X ~ A. 
3. Main results 
We consider the situation that the influence of an oracle set to an oracle machine 
is not so strong that it influences the accepted set. 
Definition 3.1. An oracle machine M is robust iff, for each oracle set A, L(M, A) = 
L(M, ~). 
Observe that this constraint is quite different of what is commonly used for oracle 
machines. Usually, an oracle machine M is an operator on 2 ~*. The oracle set A is 
mapped (via M) to L(M, A). Changing the oracle set A may cause L(M, A) to 
change. In the case of robust oracle machines it makes sense to speak of the set 
accepted by the machine (independent of the oracle). Several other notions of 
'helping' or 'advice' by an oracle that appear in the literature (e.g., [11, 15]) are 
essentially different from the notion studied here since there is no such robustness 
restriction. The situation studied here can be thought of some kind of man-machine 
interaction: the machine attempts to solve a certain problem (and only this problem). 
During the course of computation the machine may ask the human problem solver 
certain questions (e.g., "which branch in the tree shall I follow first?"). The human 
problem solver answers using his intuition and experience about the problem---or 
simply makes random choices--and, finally, the machine should come up with the 
solution. Now, it is natural to ask which problems can be solved fast with the 
appropriate advice from the problem solver. Hence let us consider the following 
definition. 
Definition 3.2. An oracle set A (polynomially) helps a robust oracle machine M 
iff, for some polynomial p and each input x, timeM, A(x)<~p(lxD . 
Now we define classes of sets which can be computVd by robust oracle machines 
that can be helped by an appropriate oracle set. 
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Definition 3.3, (i) Phelp = {L(M, A)IM is a robust deterministic oracle machine and 
A helps M}. 
(ii) NPhelp={L(M, A)IM is a robust nondeterministic oracle machine and A 
helps M}. 
Now we have our first result which states that nondeterministic algorithms do 
not gain more computational power when receiving 'help' (in the above sense) from 
an oracle. 
Theorem 3.4. NPhelp = NP. 
Proof. It suffices to show that NPheip c NP. Let L e NPhelp. Then there exists a robust 
nondeterministic oracle machine M recognizing L and an oracle set A that helps 
M, i.e., 
timeM, a(x) <~ p(lxl) 
for some polynomial p and all inputs x. We can assume that M does not query its 
oracle for the same question twice. (Otherwise we replace M by a machine M' 
which uses a list for all oracle queries made so far and for the respective answers 
received. Then, M' is still robust, recognizes L, and A also helps M'.) 
Now, let us consider the following nondeterministic (nonoracle) Turing machine 
M" that on input x just behaves like M on x but treats each oracle query of M as 
a nondeterministic guess. M" has the following property: On an input x, x e L, there 
exists an accepting computation of length at most p([x[) (the one that corresponds 
to the accepting computation of M on x, where M" guesses the correct oracle 
answers). On theother hand, ifx ~ L, there is no accepting computation. This follows 
from the fact that M is robust and that it does not ask the same oracle question 
twice (hence, there cannot be a 'hidden' accepting computation i  the computation 
tree of M). Therefore, M" witnesses that L ~ NP. [] 
Our main result states that the computational power of a deterministic polynomial 
time algorithm increases from P to NPc~ co-NP when receiving 'help' from an 
appropriate oracle. 
Theorem 3.5. Ph~p = NP n co-NP. 
Proof. To see that Phelp is included in NP n co-NP, observe that Phelp is included 
in NPheip which is NP by the theorem just proved, and, since Phe~p is closed under 
complementation, 
Phelp c co-NPhelp = co-NP. 
For the converse direction, let Le NPn  co-NP, hence Le NP and/~e NP. By the 
quantifier characterization of NP there exists a polynomial p and deterministic 
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polynomial time machines M~, M2 such that 
L = {xl(3y[]yl-- p(Ixl) and (x, y)s  L(M0]} 
and 
£= {xl( z)[Izl = p(Ixl) and (x, z)~ L(M=)]}. 
Further, by the fact that 
NPn  co-NP_ L_J Da'IMV(2"~), 
k 
there is a deterministic exponential time machine M3 accepting L. We have to define 
both a deterministic robust oracle machine M recognizing L and an oracle set A 
that helps M. We use the following oracle set A: 
A = {(x, w)Iif xe  L(x~ L), then w is a prefix of some y, lYl = P(IXl), such 
that (x, y) ~ L(MO ((x, y) ~ L(M=), respectively)}. 
Now we define the desired oracle machine M: 
(1) begin 
(2) input x; 
(3) w := e; {the empty string} 
(4) while Iwl < p(lxl) do 
(5) if (x, wO)~ oracle then w:= wO else w:= wl; 
(6) if (x, w)~ L(Ma) then halt and accept; 
(7) if (x, w)~ L(M2) then halt and reject; 
(8) if x E L(M3) then halt and accept 
(9) else halt and reject; 
(10) end. 
First we need to verify that M is robust and correctly recognizes L. Observe that 
whenever a computation on input x reaches line (8), then finally M correctly decides 
x e ? L. Hence, in general, M is an exponential time machine. By the characterizations 
of L above, if M halts in lines (6) or (7), then it does so correctly. Hence, M is 
robust and accepts L. Further, if M uses A above as the oracle set, then M operates 
in polynmial time since then x ~ ? L is always decided in lines (6) or (7). Hence, A 
helps M. [] 
Theorem 3.5 excludes the possibility of fastly solving NP-complete problems with 
the help of a human problem solver (in the sense discussed above) unless NP = 
co-NP. On the other hand, the result connects the open question whether P = ? NP n 
co-NP with the question whether the computational power of a deterministic 
polynomial time algorithm increases when receiving help by an oracle. Note that 
there is some evidence to believe that P~ NPn co-NP [1, 16]. 
The question P=?NPn co-NP plays an important role in cryptography, it is 
connected with the existence of 'one-way' functions. A sufficient condition for 
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P # NP n co-NP is the existence of functions that cannot be evaluated in polynomial 
time but their graph can be checked for correctness in polynomial time. Valiant [18] 
investigates this dichotomy between evaluating a function value against merely 
checking whether a given value is correct. Very similar is an observation made in 
[3, 5]: if there is a length-preserving polynomial time computable bijection f such 
that f-1 is not computable in polynomial time, then P~ NPc~ co-NP. 
To gain insight in the nature of the question P = ? NP ~ co-NP it can now be useful 
to study restrictions of the definition of Phdp. This can be done either by restricting 
in certain ways the access to the oracle information as studied in [4] or by restricting 
the class of oracles which we allow, e.g., to sparse oracles (cf. [13, 14]). Each such 
restriction R in the definition of Phe~p gives rise to a class rgR such that 
p ~ rg~ _c NP n co-NP. 
For the purpose of restricting the class of oracles allowed we first observe that it is 
sufficient for the proof of Theorem 3.5 to take oracles in NP: 
U {L(M, A) JM is robust and deterministic and A helps M} 
AeNP 
= NP c~ co-NP. 
This is because the oracle A defined in the proof of Theorem 3.5 is easily seen to 
be in NP. 
In the next section we study a restriction of Phe~p connected with probabilistic 
algorithms. 
4. Probabilistic algorithms 
A probabilistic Turing machine is simply a nondeterministic machine where each 
nondeterministic step is considered as a probabilistic hoice. For simplicity (and 
without loss of generality) we require that each such machine has for each nonhalting 
configurations exactly two following configurations. We assume that each of those 
has probability ½. Hence, a computation oflength thas probability 2-'. We distinguish 
between three types of halting states: 0 (or rejecting) states, 1 (or accepting) states, 
and ? ('don't know') states. We denote by P[M(x) = b], b e {0, 1, ?}, the probability 
that M on input x reaches a final state of type b. 
Now we will be concerned with the probabilistic classes ZPP and BPP introduced 
by Gill [6]. 
Definition 4.1. (i) A set A is in the class ZPP (zero error probabilistic polynomial 
time) iff there is a polynomial time probabilistic Turing machine M such that for 
each input x, 
P[M(x)=XA(X)]>~½ and P[M(x)=x~._A(X)]=O. 
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(ii) A set A is in the class BPP (bounded error probabilistic polynomial time) iff 
there is a polynomial time probabilistic Turing machine M and a constant e, 0 < e ~< ½, 
such that, for each input x, 
P[M(x)  : X~(x) ]  ~> ½+ ~. 
It is not hard to see that ZPP_  BPP [6], and it immediately follows from the 
definition that 
P_  ZPP c_ NP ¢~ co-NP. 
The relationship between BPP and NP is not clear although the assumption that 
NP is included in BPP has some unlikely consequences such as each NP set having 
polynomial size circuits [1]. BPP is an especially interesting class since the error 
probability in a BPP-type algorithm ('Monte Carlo algorithm') can be made arbitrarily 
small by applying the machine M, on the same input x, t times (t odd) and finally 
deciding by a majority vote in the following way: 
• output "1"  if for more than ½t trials M(x) = 1; 
• output "0"  if for more than ½t trials M(x) = 0; 
• output "'?'" otherwise. 
Now, if the probabilistic behaviour of M is 
P[M(x) = xA(x)] >1½+ 
for some e, 0 < e ~<½, and each input x, then it follows for this t times iterated 
machine M, by the binomial distribution: 
[,/2J 
= (,)(~+ ~)'(½- ~)'-' P[M, (x )  xA(x) ]~> 1-  E ' ' 
i=0 
Lt/2J 
(~)(~- since i ~ ½t, 1>1- ~ , I e2),/2 
i=0 
= 1 - 2'-1(¼ - e2) '/2 
= 1-½(1 -4e2) '/2. 
Then, for any given polynomial p, by choosing the number of iterations t on inputs 
of size n as 
2 
t= t(n)>~log2(1/(l_4e2))p(n) (t odd) 
we obtain a polynomial time probabilistic machine M'  such that 
P [M ' (x )  = xA(x)] >I 1 - 2 -p(Ixl) 
for each input x. Note that these observations play a crucial role in a recent result 
by G~ics (stated in [17]) and by Lautemann [12], namely that BPP is included in 
the second level of the polynomial time hierarchy, ,~2 p. Further, using these observa- 
tions we get the following theorem. 
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Theorem 4.2. UAeBpp{L(M, A)[ M is robust and deterministic and A helps M}c_ 
ZPP. 
Proof. Let L= L(M, A), A eBPP, and let M be a robust deterministic oracle 
machine. As in the proof of Theorem 3.4 we may assume that M does not ask its 
oracle for the same question twice. Further, assume that M on input x does not 
ask its oracle A for a string w with [w I < log2 [xl. In this case, M can compute the 
answer itself in polynomial time since 
BPPc [...J nk _ DTIME(2 ). 
k 
Suppose A helps M, i.e., for some polynomial p such each input x, 
timeM.A (X) ~ p (I xl). 
By the discussion above we can choose a polynomial time probabilistic machine 
M' such that for each input w to this machine, 
P[ M'(w) = XA (w)] >~ 1 - 2 -2p([wl). 
Now consider a probabilistic machine M" which on input x just behaves like M, 
and each time there is an oracle query for some string w; then M" simulates M' 
on w. Furthermore, M" cuts off each simulation of M and outputs "?"  if the number 
of steps exceedsp(]x[). Hence, M" is polynomial time bounded. Now, for each 
input x, 
P[M"(x) = X~*-L(x)] = 0 
by robustness of M, and 
P[M"(x)=xt.(x)]>~ H , 
w is quered in 
the computation of  M 
with oracle A 
~> (1 - 2-2PO°glxl)) p(lxl) 
P[M'(w)= xA(w)] 
1 ,~ p(Ixl) 
(1 2p(lxl)] 
Hence, M" witnesses that L e ZPP. [] 
It is an open question whether the converse inclusion in Theorem 4.2 is true. 
5. Discussion 
We have studied a different way of introducing oracles in polynomial time 
computations which was guided by the idea that the machine should always output 
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a correct result independent of the oracle. The oracle only serves to possibly speed 
up the computation. The class of sets recognisable by robust polynomial time 
machines with the help of an oracle turned out to be exactly NPn  co-NP. We have 
discussed certain restrictions of this notion, especially those using probabilistic 
classes. 
It should be pointed out that the ideas developed here can also be applied to 
other classes of functions serving as time bounds and not just polynomials. Also, 
it is possible to investigate space bounds instead of time bounds. This has partially 
been done in [9]. 
A further direction of research could be to study probabilistic algorithms instead 
of deterministic (or nondeterministic) ones. How can an oracle improve the 'prob- 
abilistic behaviour' of an algorithm? Observe that probabilistic behaviour' is not 
yet a well-defined concept. It should cover both the running time of the algorithm 
and the probability of correct (or incorrect) results. 
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